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Does anyone else remember the old TV tagline, “If you haven’t seen it, 
it’s new to you”? Back in the late ‘90s, that was NBC’s way of trying 
to get us to watch reruns of shows that had aired earlier in the year. 
(Yes, back when network shows had “seasons” and “reruns”.) It might 

be less appropriate today in the age of streaming, on-demand programming, 
and digital video recorders, but I found myself lately thinking about it in the context of learn-
ing and training.

Anything can be new if you’ve never heard it before. Take Tool Palettes. They were intro-
duced in AutoCAD® 2004—over 14 years ago. They’re the definition of “not a new feature.” 
Yet Autodesk University 2017 in Las Vegas featured not one, not two, but four sessions on 
Tool Palettes! There was even a lab that had such high demand, it was run a second time 
that week. So clearly, there are plenty of people out there who believe that there’s something 
to be learned about Tool Palettes. It doesn’t matter that the feature is almost old enough to 
drive—it’s new to them.

I was also thinking about a former colleague of mine, whom I watched very carefully hold 
down the Shift key and select several object grips in his AutoCAD drawing so he could 
stretch them over. He was absolutely amazed when I told him about the Stretch command. 
I’m still not sure what his training path was like that he learned about multi-grip-select be-
fore he learned about Stretch, but it was fascinating to see the workarounds we come up with 
when no one has shown us a better way.

I’m bringing up that incident as a reminder that we don’t always know what our colleagues’ 
experiences have been. Something that is second nature to you might never have been shown 
to them.

You might think that everybody knows what you know. Spoiler alert: They don’t!

Because everybody’s experience is different, you never know what small (or large) tricks 
you’ve figured out that your colleagues haven’t seen yet. You never know, that is, until you 
share them. Sharing our knowledge is actually a way to increase it—either thanks to the fact 
that explaining something is a surefire way to understand it better, or because people might 
be inspired to respond to a helpful hint with one of their own: “Hey, that’s neat! And have 
you seen this?” The more you share, the more you know. (And now, how many of you are 
singing that other NBC tagline? “The more you know…”)

Before I close, I have an update for you regarding the Board of Directors. I promised myself 
that this year I would stay away from the New Year’s cliches of resolutions and change...but 
what can I say? January is a time for new beginnings.

Volunteers on the Board of Directors are elected to three-year terms. On December 31, Curt 
Moreno, Chris Lindner, and I all completed our terms that began in 2015. I would like to 
congratulate Chris on his re-election to the board, and welcome back for the new term. Curt 
and I did not run this year, but that doesn’t mean we’re going away! I will be continuing as 
President, and Curt will keep many of the hats he wears at AUGI (not the least of which is 
his fantastic top hat). Thank you, Curt, for your service to AUGI these last three years.

I also have the pleasure of welcoming two new members to the Board. In the recent election, 
Brian Andresen and Todd Rogers were elected along with Chris Lindner to new three-year 
terms. Both their names should be familiar to long-time readers of AUGIWorld, and I look 
forward to working with them, and with continuing Board members Kimberly Furhman and 
Robert Green, as we continue to promote AUGI’s mission of education, communication, 
and support.

If there’s anything the Board can do for you, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We can be 
reached at board@augi.com.

Kate Morrical 
AUGI President

AUGIWorld
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Quality Design Goes 
Beyond AutoCAD Files

I
n previous articles I discussed collaboration, 
communication, and the right tools for the job. 
As these articles focused on AutoCAD® tools, 
they were meant to help in creating quality elec-

tronic files that could be printed and used to success-
fully get the design intent out to the contractors who are ultimately 
tasked with implementing and building these designs.  This is very 
important, but the electronic side is only part of the job.

Since I wrote these past articles, I have made a career change.  My 
career until recently has involved multiple discipline work—archi-
tecture, mechanical (HVAC and plumbing), and electrical. After 
spending 30 years on the design side, combined with both board 
and computer drafting and design and project management within 
each of these areas, I recently switched to an implementation role. 
I am now in a position where I have more direct responsibility on 
the construction side as an owners representative doing construc-
tion project management.

Years of creating construction documents has given me a strong 
background in what it takes to create an end product that not only 
is coordinated and easy to read, but is actually constructible.  This 
involves more than just electronically coordinated files—it must 
also include code and cost considerations. As drafters (a fading 
position) or more applicably, designers, you must understand that 
what is put on paper or more accurately, on a computer screen will 
ultimately end up as a physical reality in the form of a building that 
will be occupied by your customers.

Getting to this final product involves an understanding that in 
order for your design to be implemented in the field, the design 
implementers (contractors) must be able to take what’s on paper 
and build your vision.  This goes beyond having a 2D presentation 
of what ultimately becomes a 3D reality. The concept of 3D design 
through the use of programs such as Autodesk® Revit® helps in 
this regard, but typically these designs still end up as 2D sections 
and details that allow the contractor to bring it to fruition.
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This being said, how do you make sure your final printed product 
gets implemented properly?   If quality work on the computer is 
just a portion of what it takes, what else can you do to make sure 
that your design gets built the way you intended it?  This involves 
more coordination and quality controls.  

As stated previously, your design must not only be electronically 
accurate, your printed product must also be accurately coordinat-
ed.  To explain this better, let me share some of the items I have 
seen that make it hard for the  contractors in the field to build your 
design.  These ultimately roll back into how your printed product 
is presented.

Do you have a master drawing index by trade of what is on each 
sheet?  In a lot of projects, the architect will include a drawing in-
dex on their cover that indicates what drawings are included in 
a full construction set.   Do you maintain your own index?   An 
unfortunate reality is that when drawings are sent out for bid, each 
discipline will often receive only the drawings that relate to that 
part of work, so no master index is included.  By having a trade-
specific index, you can coordinate and communicate to the con-
tractor what is actually on each drawing in your set. This can be 
helpful for both the contractor and you to coordinate the content 
of your design documents.  

An additional benefit that should be implemented up to the mas-
ter index is the drawing revisions for each sheet.  On multiple oc-
casions I have seen where contractors do not have the most current 
drawing revisions in the field.  An index that lists the revisions by 
sheet would help in communicating that.

While the index is a helpful addition, do your detail or section call 
outs actually line up with the appropriate sheets and associated 
details or sections? Have you copied call outs and then verified 
that they align with the reference sheets? You would assume yes, 
but has someone checked each call out with each referenced detail 
and section?  I have seen that on many occasions they do not. And 
when they don’t, this creates confusion and sometimes assump-
tions. What checks and balances do you have in place to make sure 
that call outs align with referenced sheets?

Do your keynotes on each sheet align with the plan?   Do you 
have more or fewer keynotes than exist on the plans?  How are 
you validating this? Having a master keynote list that covers 
multiple sheets may sound efficient, but does it create confu-
sion in the field by forcing the contractor to flip back and forth 
between sheets rather than having the appropriate keynotes on 
the applicable sheet? In some large projects it may make sense, 
but clear communication is key, and having a couple extra sheets 
to make it clear in the field can far outweigh the minimal cost 
of those sheets. 

Have you turned off hatching or wall shading for wall types that 
indicate full height walls or rated walls to make the drawings easier 
to read and by doing so, have ducts or piping running directly over 
these walls that cannot be accomplished in the field?

Do you show equipment as generic rectangles or squares to in-
dicate general locations that have no real-world sizes?  These can 
then become mounting or access issues in the field.  Is this because 
you expect that shop drawings will handle the necessary clearances 
and mounting configuration in the field?   If you design around 
specific equipment that requires clearances or access requirements, 
include that in your design. If the contractor chooses to make a 
change, then they assume coordination issues.  Don’t assume that a 
lack of coordination on your part will be handled in the field.  The 
reality is that these types of issues cause time and cost overruns in 
the field and finger pointing as to who is at fault.

Are NEC code required clearances, coil pull access requirements, 
VAV service, and maintenance requirements considered and 
communicated in your design—in other than a standard detail?  
These can and often do end up as potential field issues and con-
struction delays.

Are all ADA clearances including push-pull clearances, wall pro-
trusions for hand dryers, wall mounted light fixtures, and water 
coolers included in your design?  Do your details adequately cover 
the installation of equipment, whether it be HVAC, electrical, mill 
work, doors, windows, etc. or do you use CYA notes that allow 
the contractor to “figure it out”? These are items that become my 
nightmares with potential schedule and cost delays.

Do you have references in your specifications or plan notes that 
indicate all items are to be installed per “applicable codes and stan-
dards” and if so, have you verified that they actually do?

Not all design documents have the above issues, but unfortunately 
they are way too common.  Quality construction documents go a 
long way in making a quality construction project.

I understand that extra time is required to make sure these items 
are accounted for, but the end result is worth it in the long run.  As 
someone who deals with the lack of quality and coordination is-
sues in the field, I can tell you that when it comes to consideration 
for design partners, it goes a long way in my recommendation as to 
who is brought in for future projects.

Many of the items mentioned will require some extra work, much 
of which could be handled through internal quality controls such 
as checklists or peer reviews.  Quality goes beyond well-coordinat-
ed CADD drawings. It needs to include an overall well-coordinat-
ed and reviewed set of printed construction drawings.

Walt Sparling has spent the last 30 years 
in the design and project management 
side of the industry until recently switch-
ing to a Senior Project Management 
role on the construction side.  Walt can 
be reached for questions and comments 
via email at: walt@functionsense.com

http://www.augiworld.com
mailto:walt%40functionsense.com?subject=
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by: Jason Lush

H
ave you noticed that building footprints 
have become more complex with fewer 
90-degree angles and straight lines?  
With the increase in the complexity of 

buildings and the need to model rebar in the concrete 
foundation walls, footings, etc. The Free Form Rebar function has 
been added to Autodesk® Revit® 2018 to help users better define 
the reinforcement in their structural model.   

THE DEFINITION OF FREE FORM 
REBAR 

Before we begin to model Free Form Rebar we first need to 
understand the definition of Free-Form reinforcement, so 
here it goes.

Free Form 
Rebar Basics
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Free-form reinforcement can have any geometry, either planar or 
3D, and can be used for modeling and detailing rebar in complex 
3D structural elements.  Free Form Rebar is part of the struc-
tural rebar category and will have all the properties associated 
with it.  Like regular rebar you can place Free Form Rebar in 
single bars or sets.  This allows this rebar type to be easy adjusted 
for a specific need.

THE FIRST STEP

So you have modeled some structural concrete elements with 
some more complex geometry. This will be the perfect opportunity 
to use this new feature, so let’s begin.

To get started you will want to create a 3D view of the element 
to which you want to add the reinforcement. You can do it a few 
different ways.  I suggest using the Selection Box, which will allow 
you to quickly isolate the object or objects to which you want to 
add reinforcing.

For this article I have created a 3D view of a wall footing with an 
arched profile.

WHAT’S NEXT

Now that we have created a 3D view of our footing we are ready 
to begin placing rebar, but before we get started let's learn how the 
Free Form Rebar tool works.

WHERE TO GO

Now that we are ready to add rebar let’s find the proper Revit tool 
to do so.  

Click the Structure tab  Reinforcement panel  Rebar.

Next click Modify|Place Rebar  Placement Methods panel  
Free Form Rebar.

Figure 1: 3D view of arched wall footing 

Figure 2: Free Form Rebar tool locations 

http://www.augiworld.com
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Note that the Modify|Place rebar  Rebar Set Type Panel  Surface Distribution is 
selected.

Make sure the Modify|Place Rebar  Multiple Selection Panel  Select multiple is 
not selected.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROPERTIES PALETTE

When you start your layout you are going to want specify the rebar type in the Proper-
ties palette.

Some important information resides within the Properties palette such as Rebar Size, 
Type, Layout Rule, etc.  Knowing what resides within this palette will help you tre-
mendously in laying out the rebar as rebar contains a lot of important parameters that 
are found within this area.

LAYOUT STYLES

Now that you are more familiar with the Properties palette, let’s get started.

Let’s select a layout type.  You have five choices for layout styles: Single, Fixed Number, 
Maximum Spacing, Number with Spacing, and Minimum Clear Spacing.

Each layout offers its own benefits.  I personally like to use the Maximum Spacing 
layout tool, but I suggest you try them all.  The more you are familiar with the options, 
the more versatile you will be.

PLACING BARS

Now that we are ready to place some rebar let’s get started.  The first thing you will be 
prompted to do is to select a Host Surface.  This is the surface that will host the Free 
Form Rebar.

You can keep selecting host surfaces, but in this case we don’t want to, so we will hit the 
space bar to switch to the next selection option we will need to make.

You will now be prompted to select the Start Surface, which will dictate the start of 
the rebar path.

Figure 3: Properties palette

Figure 4: The host surface
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After selecting the start surface we will now need to dictate the end 
point of the rebar run.  Hit the space bar and it will switch to your 
next selection type, which will be titled the End Surface.

Figure 5: The Start Surface

Figure 6: The End Surface

To make the rebar show up properly in your 3D view, you will need 
to select the rebar you just placed and select the View Visibility 
Parameter in the properties box

LET’S FINISH THE LAYOUT

We have now made all the required selections for this particular 
rebar layout.  Hit the green check to finish.  You will now see the 
results of all your selections.

http://www.augiworld.com
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Figure 7: The “View Visibility” settings

Figure 8: The end results

You will need to check the View as Solid box in your “3D View” 
view type.  Doing this will make your rebar show up as a solid as 
shown in Figure 8.

EDITING THE CONSTRAINTS

Free Form Rebar will adhere to the cover settings in your model, 
but you might need to edit the settings for your newly placed rebar, 
so let’s understand the constraints.

Figure 9: The rebar cover settings

Select the rebar you just placed.  Doing this will bring up the 
rebar settings you are accustomed to seeing such as Layout, Spac-
ing, etc.  Along with those common settings you will find the Edit 
Constraints command.

Once you select the Edit Constraints command you will now have 
the option to modify such settings as end cover, top cover, and even 
the slope of the rebar path.  Familiarize yourself with these settings 
and how modifying them affects the rebar appearance. 
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Figure 12: An example of the possibilities (Image courtesy of Autodesk)

Jason Lush is a long-time veteran of 
Structural Drafting and Design. He 
is a Structural BIM Specialist with 
Warehaus, based out of York, Penn-
sylvania. Jason also currently serves as 
the Revit Structure Content Editor for 
AUGIWorld. Jason can be reached at 
jlush@warehausae.com.

Figure 10: The Modify Rebar settings

Figure 11: An overall look at the constraints CONCLUSION

Here I covered the basic flow of the new 
Free Form Rebar tool that has been intro-
duced in Revit 2018.

In my opinion this has been a great advance-
ment.  With the advances in materials and 
design, Autodesk is taking the steps to make 
sure Revit Structure keeps up.

This was just an example of what you can do 
with the new Free Form Rebar feature.  Play 
around with the new feature yourself and 
become comfortable as the reinforcement 
capabilities have become almost limitless.

http://www.augiworld.com
mailto:jlush%40warehausae.com?subject=
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 by: Melinda Heavrin

Tailor Your 
Interface

C
ustomization (CUIx) files define elements 
that make up the user interface and are 
edited using the Customize User Interface 
(CUI) Editor. AutoCAD® Architecture 

comes with several different CUIx files that can be 
tailored to your work environment. AutoCAD Architecture has 
two main designations for CUIx files, main and enterprise; by de-
fault the main CUIx file is loaded. 

You can customize the files that come with the program or cre-
ate your own CUIx files from scratch using the Transfer tab in 
the Customize User Interface (CUI) Editor. When customizing 
the CUIx files or creating your own, the Customize User Interface 
Editor creates a backup copy of the file when you first start mak-
ing changes to the CUIx file. This allows you to restore the file if 
you delete something that you wanted to keep. If you happen to 
modify an included CUIx file, you can reset it back to its original 
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state. The Customize User Interface Editor allows you to not only 
create new user interface elements and commands from scratch, 
but also allows you to copy existing user interface elements and 
commands to modify them.

Before you start customizing your own menus, toolbars, and 
workspaces, you should familiarize yourself with the customiza-
tion environment. Open the Customize User Interface Editor 
by clicking  the Manage tab of the ribbon,  Customization panel, 
and then User Interface (see Figure 1). Once you have opened the 
Customize User Interface Editor, you can view the contents of the 
loaded customization files by expanding the elements in the tree 
structure and viewing the properties of the elements by selecting 
them. You can also select the Transfer tab to see how to migrate 
or transfer customizations as well as select the Customize tab to 
see how to create or modify user interface elements. Once you are 
familiar with the environment, you can start to take advantage of 
the capabilities of the tools. 

CUSTOMIZING WORKSPACES

The Customize User Interface Editor allows you to create or mod-
ify workspaces that have precise properties associated with the ap-
plication and drawing windows, as well as user interface elements 
(toolbars, menus, ribbon tabs, and palettes). You can customize a 
workspace by selecting a workspace from the Workspaces node in 
the Customizations In pane. The Workspace Contents and Prop-
erties panes will be displayed. 

If you wish to create a new workspace, begin by clicking 
the Manage tab of the ribbon, Customization panel, and then 
select User Interface. In the Customize User Interface Editor, 
Customize tab, in the Customizations In  <file name>  pane, 
right-click the Workspaces tree node and select New Work-
space (see Figure 2). A new workspace (named Workspace1) is 
now placed at the bottom of the Workspaces tree node. Next, 
enter a new name over the default name Workspace1. In the 
Workspace Contents pane, click Customize Workspace (see 
Figure 3). In the Customizations In <file name> pane, click the 
plus sign (+) next to the tree nodes to expand them. Click the 
check box next to each user interface element that you want to 
add to the workspace. The selected user interface elements are 
added to the workspace. In the Workspace Contents pane, click 
Done and then click Apply.

The new workspace you have created can be set as the default 
workspace. To do this, click the Manage tab of the ribbon, Cus-
tomization panel, and then select User Interface. In the Custom-
ize User Interface Editor, Customize tab, in the Customizations 
In <file name> pane, click the plus sign (+) next to Workspaces 
to expand it. Right-click the workspace you want to set as de-
fault and select Set Default, then click Apply. It is important to 
note that in the Network Deployment Wizard, the main and 
enterprise CUIx files can be specified. If the main CUIx file 
has a default workspace set, that default workspace will be set 
as the current workspace when the file is loaded into AutoCAD 
Architecture for the first time.

If you wish to modify an existing workspace, you can do this 
by clicking the Customize Workspace button in the Work-
space Contents pane. After you click Customize Workspace 
in the Workspace Contents pane, the Customizations In  <file 
name> pane lists the user interface elements that can be added to 
the workspace that is currently being modified. Check boxes are 
displayed next to each user interface element in the loaded CUIx 
files. You use the check boxes to add or remove user interface ele-
ments from a workspace.

You can use the Transfer tab of the Customize User Interface 
Editor to import a workspace to the main CUIx file. Workspac-
es that are in partially loaded CUIx files must be transferred 
to the main CUIx file if you want to set that workspace cur-
rent. To import a workspace to a main CUIx file, begin by click-
ing the  Manage tab of the ribbon, Customization panel, and 
then select User Interface. The Transfer tab is displayed, with 
the main CUIx file displayed in the Customizations In  <file 
name>  pane (left side). In the Customize User Interface Edi-
tor, Transfer tab, in the Customizations In <file name> pane 
(right side), select the Open Customization File button. In the 
Open dialog box, locate and select the customization file that 
contains the workspace you wish to add to the main CUIx file. 
In the Customizations In  <file name>  pane (right side), drag 
the workspace from the CUIx file to the Workspaces node of 
the main CUIx file in the Customizations In <file name> pane 
(left side) and click Apply.

Figure 1: Customize User Interface

http://www.augiworld.com
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are not included when a toolbar is created from a pull-down menu. 
By default, a new toolbar is displayed in all workspaces.

To create a new toolbar, begin by clicking the Manage tab of the 
ribbon, Customization panel, and then select User Interface. In 
the Customize User Interface Editor, Customize tab, right-click 
Toolbars in the Customizations In <file name> pane. Select New 
Toolbar (see Figure 4). A new toolbar (named Toolbar1) is placed 
at the bottom of the Toolbars tree. Next, right-click Toolbar1 and 
select Rename. Enter a new toolbar name. Now select the new 
toolbar in the tree view and update the Properties pane. In the 
Description box, enter a description for the toolbar. In the Default 
Display box, specify if the toolbar should be displayed by default 
when the CUIx file is loaded as a partial customization file. In the 
Orientation box, specify the orientation of the toolbar. In the De-
fault X Location box, enter a number. In the Default Y Location 
box, enter a number. In the Rows box, enter the number of rows 
for an undocked toolbar. In the Aliases box, enter an alias for the 
toolbar. In the Command List pane, drag the command you want 
to add to a location just below the name of the toolbar in the Cus-
tomizations In <file name> pane. Select Apply. (See Figure 5.)

You can now customize your new toolbar using the Toolbar Pre-
view pane. Begin by clicking the Manage tab of the ribbon, Cus-
tomization panel, and then select User Interface. Now, select the 
new toolbar. In the Command List pane, drag the command you 
want to add to the toolbar and drop it on the toolbar’s preview in 
the Toolbar Preview pane. You can control where the command is 
placed by releasing the mouse button when the black vertical split-
ter bar is displayed. Continue to do this until all commands you 
wish to add are on the toolbar and then select Apply.

Figure 2: New workspace

CUSTOMIZING TOOLBARS

Simple toolbar customizations can make your daily drawing tasks 
much more efficient. For example, you can consolidate frequently 
used commands and controls onto one toolbar to give you a “one-
stop-shop” for all your drawing needs. You can even create your 
own toolbars and flyout toolbars. You can also create a toolbar 
from scratch, create a copy of an existing toolbar, or create a tool-
bar from an existing pull-down menu. Note that sub-menu items 

Figure 3: Customize workspace
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AutoCAD Architecture allows you to customize toolbars that are 
displayed in the application when the Customize User Interface 
(CUI) Editor is open. You can simply drag commands from the 
Command List pane and drop then directly onto a visible toolbar 
that is docked or floating in the application window. You can also 
reposition, remove, or copy commands on a visible toolbar while 
the CUI Editor is open.

You can create new ribbon panels from a toolbar by dragging 
existing toolbars from the Toolbars node under the Customiza-

tions In <file name> pane to the Panels node under the ribbon in 
the Customizations In <file name> pane. You will be prompted to 
convert a copy of the toolbar to a ribbon panel when the toolbar 
is dropped.

Figure 5: Customize toolbar

CUSTOMIZING RIBBON TABS

Ribbon tabs do not contain any commands or controls; instead, 
they manage the display of ribbon panels on the ribbon. Once a 
ribbon tab is created, you can then add references to the ribbon 
panels you want to display when a ribbon tab is current. After a 
reference to a ribbon panel is added to a ribbon tab, you can control 
the ribbon panel’s initial display order on the ribbon tab when the 
ribbon tab is added to a workspace. A ribbon tab must be added to 
a workspace before it can be displayed on the ribbon. After you add 
a ribbon tab to a workspace, you can control the default display 
state for the ribbon tab and the ribbon panels associated with it. 
You can also associate a tool palette group with the ribbon tab, and 
the collapse behavior, resize order and orientation of a ribbon pan-
el. New ribbon tabs are not automatically added to a workspace.

When you load a partial CUIx file with ribbon tabs, you can use 
the Workspace Behavior property to control how the ribbon tabs 
are displayed in all existing workspaces. The Workspace Behavior 
property can be set to the following options:

• Add Tab Only – Displays a ribbon tab as its own tab on the 
ribbon.

• Merge Tab Only – Merges a ribbon tab with a ribbon tab in the 
main CUIx file that is assigned the same alias.

Figure 4: New toolbar

http://www.augiworld.com
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• Merge or Add Tab – Attempts to merge the ribbon tab before a 
new ribbon tab is created on the ribbon.

CUSTOMIZING COMMANDS

You can easily create, edit, and reuse commands. The Customize 
tab of the Customize User Interface (CUI) Editor allows you to 
add any command listed in the Command List pane to a toolbar 
or menu. You can create a new command from scratch, copy an 
existing command to create a new command, or edit the proper-
ties of an existing command within the CUI. When the proper-
ties of a command in the Command List pane are changed, the 
command is updated for all user interface elements that reference 
the command.

To create a new command in the CUI, begin by clicking the Man-
age tab of the ribbon, Customization panel, and then User In-

terface. In the Customize User Interface Editor, Customize tab, 
Command List pane, select Create a New Command (see Figure 
6). This will display a new command (named Command1) in 
both the Command List pane and the Properties pane. In the 
Properties pane, enter a name for the command in the Name box. 
It is important to note that the name is displayed as a tooltip 
or menu name when the command is added to a user interface 
element. In the Description box, enter a description for the com-
mand. The description will be displayed in a tooltip or on the 
status bar. In the Extended Help File box, enter the name of the 
file and ID to use for the extended help for the command. In the 
Command Display Name box, enter the name of the command 
that you want to display for the command. In the Macro box, en-
ter a macro for the command. In the Tags box, enter the tags you 
want to use when searching for commands in the Search field of 
the application menu. In the Element ID box, enter an element 
ID for the command.

Figure 6: New command
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Melinda Heavrin is a CAD Coordi-
nator & Facility Planner in Louisville, 
Kentucky. She has been using Auto-
CAD Architecture since release 2000. 
Melinda can be reached for comments 
and questions at melinda.heavrin@
nortonhealthcare.org.

Figure 7: Transfer tab

To edit a command, begin by clicking the Manage tab of the ribbon, 
Customization panel, and then select User Interface. In the Custom-
ize User Interface Editor, Customize tab, Command List pane, se-
lect the command you wish to edit. You can also select the command 
you wish to edit in the Customizations In <file name> pane tree 
view. In the Properties pane, enter a name for the command in the 
Name box. In the Description box, enter a description for the com-
mand. In the Extended Help File box, enter the name of the file and 
ID to use for the extended help for the command. In the Command 
Display Name box, enter the name of the command that you want 
to display for the command. In the Macro box, enter a macro for 
the command. In the Tags box, enter the tags you want to use when 
search for commands with the Search field of the application menu. 
In the Element ID box, enter an element ID for the command. It is 
important to note that the element ID is for new commands only. 
You cannot modify the element ID of an existing command.

You can remove a command by right-clicking over the command 
and selecting remove; however, a command can only be removed 
when it is not being referenced by a user interface element, such as 
a toolbar or menu. It is extremely important to note that there is 

no way to undo the removal of a command from inside the Cus-
tomize User Interface (CUI) Editor. If you accidentally remove 
the wrong command, the best thing to do is click Cancel, but this 
will also undo any other changes that you might have made. If you 
already made several changes to the CUIx file and do not want to 
lose the changes that you already made, you can open the backup 
CUIx file that is automatically created after a change is made to a 
CUIx file from the Transfer tab (see Figure 7) and then proceed to 
recover the command that was accidentally removed. This applies 
to other user interface elements as well.

http://www.augiworld.com
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by: Brian Andresen

AUGIWorld 
brings you 
recent 
developments  
in Autodesk 
and related 
software items

Welcome to AUGIWorld Inside Track! Check out the latest opportunities to 
advance your skills, processes, and workflows in your firm, with the most 
current AEC-related software and hardware updates available.
https://apps.autodesk.com/BIM360/en/Detail/In
dex?id=2392572822786850045&appLang=en&o
s=Web

PYPE

The Pype - Autodesk® BIM® 360 integration allows users to eas-
ily transfer and manage their submittal logs in BIM 360. Pype 
provides innovative construction software solutions that enable 
project teams to start projects faster and finish stronger. Pype au-
tomates submittal log generation using the developer's machine 
learning platform.

https://apps.autodesk.com/NAVIS/en/Detail/In
dex?id=7544208847822212204&appLang=en&o
s=Win64

GROUP CLASHES

This plug-in for Autodesk® Navisworks® Manage adds meaning to 
the thousands of clashes found in complex models. Select a clash 
test, a grouping rule, and start sorting your clashes.

With Group Clashes, you can group clashes by:

• Nearest level

• Nearest grid intersection

• Element belonging to a model

• Status, approval, or assignment

https://apps.autodesk.com/RVT/en/Detail/Inde
x?id=2844467734357167732&appLang=en&os=
Win64

ELEMENTSJOINER PRO

The application ElementsJoiner pro helps you create different kind 
of junctions between architectural and structural elements auto-
matically. It will clean up your presentation and have real quantifi-
cations of elements without errors.

Features:

• Join Elements (Walls, Floors, Structural Columns, Beams, 
Roofs, Columns)

• Un-join Elements (Walls, Floors, Structural Columns, Beams, 
Roofs, Columns)

• Swish Join Elements (Walls, Floors, Structural Columns, 
Beams, Roofs, Columns)

https://apps.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/en/Detail/
Index?id=4176269679777132711&appLang=en&
os=Win32_64

EXPLODED VIEW GENERATOR

This script for Autodesk 3ds Max® helps you generate exploded 
views easily and efficiently. Overall functionality and advantages 
include:

• Creates Exploded View effect by scaling the generated Master 
Controller (Box Helper)

• Works on a selection of multiple objects

• Very easy to use

• Exploded View can also be animated

If you have some news to share with us for future issues, please let 
us know. Likewise, if you are a user of a featured product or news 
item and would like to write a review, we want to know: brian.
andresen@augi.com

https://apps.autodesk.com/BIM360/en/Detail/Index?id=2392572822786850045&appLang=en&os=Web
https://apps.autodesk.com/BIM360/en/Detail/Index?id=2392572822786850045&appLang=en&os=Web
https://apps.autodesk.com/BIM360/en/Detail/Index?id=2392572822786850045&appLang=en&os=Web
https://apps.autodesk.com/NAVIS/en/Detail/Index?id=7544208847822212204&appLang=en&os=Win64
https://apps.autodesk.com/NAVIS/en/Detail/Index?id=7544208847822212204&appLang=en&os=Win64
https://apps.autodesk.com/NAVIS/en/Detail/Index?id=7544208847822212204&appLang=en&os=Win64
https://apps.autodesk.com/RVT/en/Detail/Index?id=2844467734357167732&appLang=en&os=Win64
https://apps.autodesk.com/RVT/en/Detail/Index?id=2844467734357167732&appLang=en&os=Win64
https://apps.autodesk.com/RVT/en/Detail/Index?id=2844467734357167732&appLang=en&os=Win64
https://apps.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/en/Detail/Index?id=4176269679777132711&appLang=en&os=Win32_64
https://apps.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/en/Detail/Index?id=4176269679777132711&appLang=en&os=Win32_64
https://apps.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/en/Detail/Index?id=4176269679777132711&appLang=en&os=Win32_64
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L
ast month we discussed how Staff Mem-
bers want the latest features, Management 
wants efficiency, and Clients want creativ-
ity and revolutionary designs, within bud-

get. Tech Managers want tools that satisfy all of 
these. We framed some items that should be reviewed as part of 
your due diligence. There is a need for rational, reasonable inves-
tigation into the desired purchase to verify that it can and will 
perform as expected. 

Let’s jump back in where we left off—continuing on with the list 
of question to ask yourself and others as part of the diligent search 
for new and improved tools. Go back and read the beginning of the 
list in last month’s issue if needed.

Buying 
Technology, 
Part 2

MORE QUESTIONS

Unity – Are you all using the same tool? Does this tool require 
everyone to get on board? You find that answering a specific need 
in one department may drive you toward a unique tool. Does that 
uniqueness create silos of data and technology? Files have to be 
shared and used by other staff and contractors. Keep this in mind.

Access – Can those who need access get it? Can you have differing 
levels of access? With the advent of BIM, we see differing levels of 
access to data and models. Can the new tool provide that? Does it 
respect the access profiles you have set up? Does it require changes 
in the approach to access?

http://www.augi.com
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Document Control – Can you identify the original/master file or 
document? Does the tool do revision tracking and rollbacks? Can 
you recover from design changes that are not approved? 

Training – Is it easy to use by the average user? Is training pro-
vided? Will you train internally? Do you have experts already or 
will you have to develop your staff talents? Does the firm have the 
time and money for training? Are there any staffers who have used 
the product before and can provide coaching?

Scalability – Some tools look great when used on one file or proj-
ect. What happens when they expand to your entire firm? Can ev-
eryone use it just as easily as one person? What if 100 people were 
using it at the same time? Is it built for large projects? What about 
remote workers? Can they get in if needed?

Upgradability – With more tools going toward the 
subscription model, can you control the upgrades 
and versions in use? Or is the tool upgraded and 
patched from afar and you have to just use the 
latest version no matter what? Can one project 
be using one version as it nears completion and 
the next project get started using the upgrade?

Software Compatibility – Does it play well 
with our other software tools? If you get locked 
into proprietary file formats that do not coexist 
well with other tools, you might be locked out of 
productivity. You need tools that exchange data 
well. Import and export features. Native file com-
patibility is best, but what is your plan if files do 
not transfer well?

Hardware Compatibility – Does it run on your 
current platforms (all variations)? We all have many differing 
hardware platforms. Today’s tools call for more RAM, graph-
ics memory, processing speed, or storage. Make sure your hard-
ware can handle the load.

Extensible – Can we add additional features via programming ef-
forts? Does it have an API? No tool will do everything you want. 
You must verify that it can be customized, configured, and extend-
ed as you need. 

Workflow – Does it enhance/embrace/adjust/overturn your 
workflow? Your firm has specific ways of getting things done. 
Users have defined methods and processes that have been 
honed to perfection in older tools. Check the workflow of the 
new product and conceptually push your workflow into it. See 
what changes might be needed. Think about the impact of 
those changes.

Culture – Does it fit the organizational culture and approach? 
This may seem like a strange question, but if you press a free-
wheeling unstructured workflow or tool into a firm that has well-
defined approaches, it will cause problems. Or if the creative side 

Mark Kiker has more than 25 years 
of hands-on experience with technol-
ogy. He is fully versed in every area of 
management from deployment plan-
ning, installation, and configuration 
to training and strategic planning.     
As an internationally known speaker 
and writer, he is a returning speaker 
at Autodesk University since 1996. 
Mark is currently serving as Direc-
tor of IT for SIATech, a non-profit 
public charter high school focused on 
dropout recovery. He maintains two 
blog sites, www.caddmanager.com and  
www.bimmanager.com .

of the house gets a product that constrains their design flow, it 
could be disaster. 

Uniqueness – Are there other tools that do the same thing? In last 
month’s article, I asked if you already had some tool that does the 
job of the requested one. Now I ask if there are other tools that 
tout the same functions that you have not reviewed or bought. If 
so, then a contingent of your staff might start clamoring for an-
other solution.

Risk Management – If we start using this tool and it fails, what 
do we do? When software fails, it impacts projects and deadlines. 
You need a backup or back-out plan to get the job done if the 
product does not perform as expected.

Status Quo – If we do not use this tool, what will happen? If 
you are unable to adopt this tool there might be negatives 

that go beyond just disgruntled employees. 
You might be falling behind the tech curve. 
You might have trouble catching up with 
other firms. You might be seen as outdated. 

Or you may be able to get along quite nicely 
without it, or delay its adoption without any 
negatives. You don’t need to buy every shiny 
new program that comes along.

Cost – Is there a defined ROI and TCO? Defin-
ing the return on the investment may be a simple 
step in seeing what the bang for the buck will be. 
Outlining the total cost of ownership includes time 
lost, learning curve, training hours, staffing, retool-
ing, and so much more. You need to take it all into 

account. Is this worth the time and money?

Taking a wide-angle view is needed when analyzing purchases. 
Make time to think and weigh the pros and cons. Get input and 
feedback along the way. By slowing down a little you may save a 
lot… of headaches.

http://www.augiworld.com
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A
dvanced topics can vary among 3ds Max® 
users. The list of topics to cover is virtu-
ally endless, and most of us barely scratch 
the surface of what 3ds Max can do. So, I 

tossed 20 topics I thought some users might consider 
advanced into a hat and pulled out five to discuss here.  The topics 
include:

• Manipulating Textures using the Slate Editor and Nodes

• Advanced Data Manipulation and the Particle View

• Particle Systems

• Substance Painter with 3ds Max

• Using Maps for Alternate Scenarios

TEXTURE MANIPULATION THROUGH 
THE SLATE EDITOR

The art of building materials slowly dies as users rely on software 
with preconstructed libraries and templates (Keyshot is a prime 
example). While that is efficient, manipulating materials is of-
ten essential to address particular challenges and create custom 
content.  For example, if a material in a rendering needs color 
correction and we lack the source file that created it, we can drop 
a correction node between the bitmap and diffuse connectors in 
the Material Slate Editor and modify it as necessary.  See Figure 
1 for another example.  

The bricks in the scene originated from the grayscale image dis-
played in Figure 2.  

Advanced 
Techniques

Figure 1

http://www.augi.com
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Figure 2

Figure 3

To alter the color, we just apply an RGB Tint node between the 
connectors and alter the values.  With this concept, we can apply 
an infinite number of node combinations to manipulate textures 
however we want. Tip: To add a map, right-click in the Material 
Slate Editor and navigate through the maps section.

ADVANCED DATA MANIPULATION 
WITH THE PARTICLE VIEW

Using ADM (Advanced Data Manipulation) with the Particle 
View, we create the musical notes floating around the room dis-
played in Figure 3. 

The default key to open the Particle View is 6. To create and dis-
tribute the symbols, navigate through the top menus and select the 
MagicDust preset as displayed in Figure 4. 

The preset is more robust than we need, but it accomplishes our 
task quickly. Selecting the preset places the Advanced Data Ma-
nipulators in the Event Display. Next, change the Display values 
to geometry, then the Shape value to Notes (also shown in Fig-
ure 4).  After that, increase the size of the notes while altering the 
birth rate to reduce cluster and overlap.   Tip: The particle system 
is animated. To see changes, set your current view to ActiveShade 

http://www.augiworld.com
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and slide the time slider at the bottom of your screen to view the 
animation.   Finally, to make the notes static apply a Mesher Com-
pound Object.  From there we can convert the object to an editable 
poly and use as needed.

Figure 4

Figure 5

PARTICLE SYSTEMS

Figure 5 displays snow from an animation using the Snow Par-
ticle System with a custom snowflake. To add a Particle System, 

http://www.augi.com
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Figure 6
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select the Geometry Tab drop-down and choose Particle Systems.  
There you find the Snow particle system. Select it and add it to 
your scene.  Navigate to the modify panel to alter the values.  Se-
lect Flakes for the particles and under the Render category select 

Facing, which converts the particles to planes so we can apply a 
material to it.  Locate a black and white snowflake (the background 
white, and snowflake black) and apply it to both the diffuse and 
opacity map slots in a material.  Under the opacity map options, 

Figure 7

Figure 7-A

Figure 8

http://www.augi.com
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Brian Chapman is an Autodesk 
Authorized Developer, creator of 
Pro-Cad.Net and Senior Designer 
for Slater Hanifan Group, a civil 
engineering and planning firm 
dedicated to superior client service. 
Contact Brian at procadman@pro-
cad.net.

SUBSTANCE PAINTER WITH 
3DS MAX 

Substance Painter is advanced texturing software 
we use in conjunction with 3ds Max.  We can ap-
ply brushes, masks, filters, layers, blends, templates, 
alphas and more while working either in 2D or 3D. 
We can link to 3ds Max with plug-ins provided by 
the developers or export textures and wait a mo-
ment for 3ds Max to update.  Additionally, Sub-
stance Painter provides a unique and powerful abil-
ity to create Smart Materials, which are a collection 
of multiple layers and settings that make up a single 
material.  See Figure 6 for an example of a Smart 
Material applied to an object.

If you wonder how the pros are applying rust, carbon 
fiber, or edge damage to their scenes while pump-
ing out asset after asset quickly, this is the software 
they are using.  It is an extremely efficient workflow 
and, with practice, it becomes easy to navigate, make 
changes, and view updates in 3ds Max to provide 
the best product possible.  Tip: To be most efficient, 
work with split or dual screens as shown in Figure 7.  

In additon, substance materials give us a powerful 
ability to build in custom values that we can mod-
ify in 3ds Max (refer to Figure 7-A). The image 

demonstrates several substance materials while showing that 
we can adjust the aging of the metal based on intensity. 

SCENARIOS WITH MAPS

Maps are a powerful way to present alternatives in a non-destruc-
tive way.  Refer to the winter scene displayed in Figure 8 (used 
previously to demonstrate the snow particle system).  

Both use the same assets with the same diffuse map displayed in 
Figure 9.  

The primary difference between the two is the lights in the win-
dows.  To add lights, I add an emissive map similar to Figure 10 to 
the Self-Illumination slot.

Swapping out the emissive map, I can now use the same scene for 
both day and night without relying on two different files.

Figure 9

Figure 10

invert the output, which makes the background transparent. Un-
der the diffuse map, uncheck “Use Real-World Scale” and set the 
Tile U and V to 1.  That’s it! Now you have snow using your cus-
tom snowflake graphic.

http://www.augiworld.com
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by: Shawn Herring
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T
his article looks at some of my favorite fea-
tures within AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2018, 
and some oldie but goodie tools I’ve used a 
while.  Most of us are accustomed to doing 

things one way and stay the same because it gets the 
job done.  I always like to see how others do things and utilize the 
software in different ways.  I saw some great tips and tricks at AU 
2017 and will share a couple of those as well.

STAGE STORAGE WITH USER-DEFINED 
CONTOUR

Many times you need a specific elevation that doesn’t fall on an even 
contour interval.  Whether it is a high-water elevation of a pond or 
maybe a floodplain elevation on a site.  Civil 3D has a simple way to 
display a user-defined elevation, and in this case, I will use that user-
defined elevation in my stage storage analysis of a pond.

Advanced Features
First, we will use an overlooked surface analysis called “User-De-
fined Contours.”  Do the following:

1. Select your surface, go to Surface Properties and go to the 
Analysis tab.

2. From the Analysis type, choose User-defined Contours.

3. Under Ranges, change the value to 1 and press the down ar-
row to the right.

4. Below, in the details, change the Elevation value(s) to the val-
ue of your choice.  For this, I chose 4517.65 as the elevation 
for my high-water mark (Figure 1).

5. Select Apply and OK.  Make sure in your surface style that 
you have turned on the user contours layer on the display tab.

Your surface has now turned on the contour you identified!
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We aren’t done yet.  We now want to see the volume of the pond at 
that elevation. When using the state storage tool, you can calculate 
the volume based upon your visible contour interval, including the 
user-defined contour mark (Figure 2). Do the following:

1. From the Analyze tab, select the Design panel and choose 
Stage Storage from below.

2. Choose Define Basin.

3. Choose Define Basin from Polylines.

4. Select the “Extract Objects from Surface” button and select 
your surface.

5. This brings you back to the same dialog box; now choose 
Define.

6. Now select only the polylines you want to calculate. In this 
case we choose the user-defined contour and everything be-
low. Hit Enter or right click and you will see the results.

Figure 2

PARCEL PROPERTIES MANAGER

The Parcel Properties Manager is an easy-to-use tool for editing 
parcel styles, area label styles, descriptions, etc.  But what about 
creating an Excel spreadsheet?  Or exporting out buildable areas?  
For one municipality here in Utah, we have to create a spreadsheet 
of each lot's buildable area.  We could probably do this a few ways, 
export to SDF, import, export to SHP, and edit the DBF file.  But 
that seems to be too many steps for a lazy drafter such as myself!  I 
want the least number of clicks.

The Parcel Properties Manager can be found on the Toolbox tab of 
your Toolspace, under Misc. Utilities.

To set this up, I simply used the setbacks already drawn on the 
final plat and turned those into parcels on their own site that I 
called buildable areas.

Do the following:

1. Double click the Parcel Properties Manager tool.  

2. You can filter the columns by selecting any of the heading 
above. I chose to filter by Site.

3. Select the top row, then Shift+select the rest of the parcels on 
that site.

Figure 1
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4. Select the check box above to check on all the selected rows.

5. Select the icon to export the selected rows to a specified file.  
This will export to a CSV file (Figure 3).

6. Edit the file as needed and you’re done!

Figure 3

CONNECTED ALIGNMENTS AND 
PROFILES

Create offset alignment profiles that are relative to the main 
alignment baseline

You can create dynamic offset profiles using the same command 
you use to create offset alignments. The profile geometry is offset 
using a default cross slope, which you can modify by editing the 
profile properties. You can create multiple offsets in a single op-
eration, including a different number on each side of the parent 
alignment. The offset distance can be different on each side of the 
parent alignment.

Useful why?  Maybe you have to show a borrow ditch, TBC profiles, 
or pretty much anything that is relative to your main profile.  There 
are current workarounds, but this should help out a lot of people.

Create Connected Alignments and profiles

You can use the Connected Alignments feature to create a new 
dynamically linked alignment and profile that transitions between 
two selected alignments and their profiles (Figure 4). You can use 
this feature to create a curb return, an exit ramp, a merging/diverg-
ing road, or you can connect an existing road with a proposed road. 
The connected alignment is created between two selected align-
ments at a specified radius. The geometry of the connected profile 

is automatically generated from the parent profiles you select. The 
start and end elevations and slope are taken from the parent pro-
files, and the middle section of the connected profile is calculated 
depending on whether extensions of the parent profiles intersect.

A lot going on there, right?  This streamlined method works great 
for manually creating those intersections and will save a lot of time 
on editing.

Figure 4

CIVIL 3D SHP IMPORT/EXPORT

I must admit…..I LOVE THIS TOOL!  There are a ton of fea-
tures in the Civil 3D SHP and Table tools functionality including 
importing SHP Survey data (i.e., from Infraworks extracted lines), 
importing survey databases, geometry/breakline tools, and a whole 
lot more!

However, for many users, this may seem like a lot more work than 
it’s worth.  But I have been using it to convert my as-built COGO 
points to shapefiles quickly and easily.  A very common require-
ment is to turn in your survey as-builts in GIS format, or at the 
very minimum provide your survey points in a shapefile.  This 
workflow is very simple.  Do the following:

1. From Civil 3D, select the points you want to export and choose 
Isolated Selected Objects.  This is helpful if you need to sepa-
rate your shapefiles by layers (e.g., light poles, hydrants, etc.).

2. Expand SHP Import/Export (Figure 5).

3. Right-click on Export Cogo Point Survey Data to SHP and 
select Execute.
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Figure 5

4. Select the point you wish to export and hit enter.

5. Specify your file location/name at the top.

6. Expand COGO Point Properties and choose which attributes 
you want to export to your SHP database (Figure 6).

7. Select OK and you now have your shapefile created!

ALIGNMENT NAME LABEL

I totally stole this from Jeff Frye and Spenser Hays at AU this past 
year!  This may seem like such a simple thing and is something I 
knew could be done, but just never chose to do it.

When I create alignments, I continuously forget the name of 
the alignments, so I either select it and look at the properties 
for the name, or hover close to it until a tooltip pops up or 
a couple other bone-headed things just to get the name!  All 
those are just wasted time.

Why not label it? So simple, right? You can add a note or alignment 
label to display the name and description of your alignments to help 
you and other users navigate your model.  Do the following:

1. Create new Note label style called “Alignment Name.” Yes, a 
general note style can do this (Figure 7).

2. On the layout tab create a new “Reference Text” component 
and select Alignment.

3. In the Contents text box, change the default “label text” to dis-
play the alignment name over the description as shown below 
by selecting the Alignment Name property and hitting the 
right facing arrow.

Simply use that label style to add a label to your alignment.  No 
more wasting time remembering your alignment names!  

Thanks, guys!

FEATURE LINE AS BASELINE IN 
CORRIDOR

This feature came out in the 2017 release of Civil 3D and I have 
since used it on hundreds of curb returns and parking lots.  In ad-
dition to alignments and profiles, feature lines can now be used as 
corridor baselines. Feature lines can also be selected when creating 
the corridor and when adding baselines (Figure 8).

Figure 7

Figure 6

http://www.augiworld.com
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Shawn Herring has been a part of 
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best practice workflows. Shawn can be 
reached for comments or questions at 
awautocadcivil3dcm@augi.com.

Figure 8

A parking lot is a good example of where to apply this new work-
flow. When I design a parking lot, I typically design the edge of 
pavement in order to see true slopes of asphalt. I then use the 
stepped offset command to give me flow line and/or back of curb 

elevations, and sometimes I may use grading objects to keep some 
level of dynamics.  But now you can add the feature line to a cor-
ridor along with a curb and gutter assembly and have a much more 
dynamic and accurate surface.

However, I think doing curb returns at an intersection has never 
been easier.  I prefer the feature line because I can easily model the 
slope through the handicap ramp.  Instead of an alignment and a 
profile to manage, we can now use just a feature line (Figure 9).  

CONCLUSION

Hopefully a couple of these uses can help streamline your work-
flow and boost productivity.  There are thousands and thousands 
of commands and numerous ways to do the same thing and some-
times we just get stuck in our own ways.  I like to think I come up 
with new ways to use old tools, but at every consulting gig or con-
ference I always learn something new or a better way to do things.  
Even the simplest tasks, such as labeling the alignment, show us 
that we all have room for improvement.

I would love to hear from you about any tips and tricks you use. 
Feel free to call or email me anytime.

Figure 9
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By: Todd Shackelford

P
eople are fond of telling me “There is more 
than one way to screw up” and that I have 
covered most of the possibilities. I re-
cently wrote about taking a serious look at 

Autodesk® Revit® standards and procedures and ask-
ing why. In the spirit of following my own advice I have found my-
self thinking about when to use formulas in families, when to use 
type catalogs, and when to leverage lookup tables. The three tend 
to provide overlapping uses, especially when perverting their in-
tended use. This article will give an overview of how to deploy the 
three options, possible applications, and a comparison of benefits. 
As always, different firms have different cultures and skill sets, 
which should lead to differing views of what the best solution is. 

FORMULAS IN FAMILIES

A good example of a formula in a family is creating a self-sizing 
neck on a supply diffuser. A formula is used to size the diffuser 
neck based of the flow in the diffuser. An instance parameter has 
been added to the default supply diffuser family called “Neck Ra-
dius.” The following formula associated to the new parameter.

if(Flow < 141 CFM, 0’  3”, if(Flow < 266 CFM, 0’  4”, if(Flow < 
351 CFM, 0’  5”, if(Flow < 441 CFM, 0’  6”, if(Flow < 586 CFM, 
0’  7”, 0’  7 1/2”)))))

This formula asks if the flow is less than 141 CFM. If so the “Neck 
Radius” parameter is set equal to 3”. If that is not true it goes on to 
see if the flow is 266 CFM, 351 CFM, 441 CFM, and 586 CFM, 

each time associating an appropriate neck size based of the report-
ed CFM. If the flow is higher than 586, then 7 ½” is assigned to the 
“Neck Radius” parameter. The half-inch is an indication that the 
size should be reviewed.

Figure 1

The CFMs in the above formula should correlate to design manu-
facturers’ recommendations. The top of the diffuser extrusion can 
be controlled by the “Neck Radius” parameter by placing a dimen-
sion on the extrusion sketch and associating it. The same should 
also happen with the duct connector.

Revit Formulas 
v. Type Catalogs 
v. Lookup Tables
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In an appropriate workflow, the diffuser necks and runout ducts 
are automatically sized. I recommend adding a parameter to over-
ride the automatic sizing, knowing there are occasions to size neck 
independent of the flow.

This process works because it controls instance parameters so 
well. The individual instances of the same diffuser have differing 
necks sizes. 

TYPE CATEGORIES

When you have a family that has a lot of types, using a Type Cata-
log may be the best choice for helping users navigate them. An ob-
vious example is structural steel. In that case there are many differ-
ent choices and each choice changes the shape, weight, and identity 
of the family. Type catalogs use a lookup table to assign the appro-
priate data needed for the different available types. It is important 
to note that the type catalogs can only drive family parameters and 
not project parameters.

For this example, a dishwasher family is created and named dish-
washer.rfa.

Select the Family Types button to identify the parameters to asso-
ciate with the lookup table. For this example, use Model and Man-
ufacturer (Figure 2). For this to work correctly, some data must be 
placed in the Value column. The words model and manufacturer 
will work, the letter X or any other characters will work as well—
just don’t leave them blank.

Figure 2

Next, a lookup table needs to be created. I start with an Excel 
file that will be converted to a TXT file. Save this file with the 
exact same name as the family. Only the file extension should 
be different.

Leave cell A1 blank (Figure 3). Revit recognizes this as a head-
ing for Family type, which will start below it. Placing any data 
here will cause things not to work. Fill out the rest of the cells as 
indicated below.

Figure 3

Column A defines the family Types that can be created.

Column B defines the Model number assigned to that type.

Column C defines the Manufacturer assigned to that type.

The column headers for Model and Manufacturer are a combina-
tion of the parameter name to be controlled and a code for the 
parameter type. The codes are listed below. 

• Angle ##ANGLE##DEGREES

• Area ##AREA##SQUARE_FEET

• Currency ##CURRENCY##

• Integer ##OTHER##

• Length ##LENGTH##FEET

• Material ##OTHER##

• Number ##OTHER##

• Slope ##SLOPE##SLOPE_DEGREES

• Text ##OTHER##

• Volume ##VOLUME##CUBIC_FEET

• *Yes/No ##OTHER##

 *When using a Yes/No parameter, the Yes=1 and No=0.

When done, save this Excel file with a CSV file type (Figure 4).

Figure 4

http://www.augiworld.com
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Then change its extension in Windows Explorer to “.txt” (see Figure 5)

Figure 5

Test this by loading the dishwasher family into a new project. The 
type catalog will only show up when the family is loaded. Placing a 
second dishwasher will not bring it up again.

LOOKUP TABLES

In the type catalog example above, the family type selected drove 
the model and manufacturer name. In this next example a lookup 
table will be used to associate feeder information from a scheduled 
tag using the Revit function size_lookup. Many firms tag feeders 
in their electrical riser diagrams, then refer to a feeder schedule for 
information such as number of conductors and conduit size. Here 
a is possible way to build a feeder schedule automatically.

First, create a lookup table to store the data. To keep things simple, 
the example below has only two columns. Again, cell A1 should 
remain blank just like the type category example in Figure 3. A2, 
A3, and A4 contain the number of current carrying conductors as-

sociated with the Feeder labels to the right in column B (Figure 6). 
This means a feeder tagged with a 4 will have two current carrying 
conductors and a feeder tagged with a 2 will have three. When the 
“tag” is created, a TAG parameter must be added to refer to in cell 
B1. Save the lookup table in CSV format where your Revit tem-
plate is looking for lookup tables or add a new location.

Second, create a faux tag using the Generic Annotation template. 
The reason for using the generic annotation template is that you 
cannot schedule a tag, but you can create a Note Block schedule 
of these symbolic tags. Create the TAG parameter. Make it an in-
stance parameter of type “Integer” (see Figure 7).

Figure 7

Then create a parameter for the number of current carrying con-
ductors. In the example family I named it “Conductornumber.” 
Click the “Manage Lookup Tables” button in the lower right-hand 
corner of the Family Types dialog to import the Lookup table cre-
ated in the previous step (Figure 8).

Figure 8Figure 6
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Because it might be necessary to have multiple lookup tables in 
a single family, it is typical to create a parameter for each lookup 
table so they can be called with the size_lookup function. I cre-

Figure 9

atively named my table parameter “Table.” Give the 
Table parameter the value of the name of the csv file 
it should be referring to in the family Types dialog 
of the “tag” family.

Create the line work required for your “tag” and add 
a TAG label which can be edited by the end user. 

Lastly, enter the formula for determining the num-
ber of current carrying conductors. It is “size_
lookup(Table,””,”NA”,TAG)”

Here is how it works: “size_lookup” is a Revit func-
tion prompting Revit to find an appropriate lookup 
table. “Table” is a parameter directing Revit to the 
correct table. The double quotes refer to the column 
in the table which has no header. This is where we 
entered the number of current carrying conductors. 
“NA” is the value Revit will report if it cannot find a 
corresponding TAG number in the associated table. 
“TAG” is the column header to which Revit is look-
ing to match a Conductor number. Family Types 
should be created for each TAG value.

Now when the TAG parameter has a correspond-
ing match, the Current Carrying Conductors pa-
rameter will automatically populate. This can obvi-
ously be expanded to include all required fields for a 

feeder schedule, allowing users to simply tag feeders.

To complete this, create a schedule using the Note Block tool. Se-
lect the annotation family created for the feeder tag, then build 
your schedule as usual (Figure 10).

I hope this is a good introduction to applying formulas, type cata-
logs, and lookup tables. There are plenty of solutions for making 
processes work better. The trick is to pick the best one possible. 
Revit offers clever users even more ways to pervert the out-of-the-
box tools. My suggestion is to try everything, be open to new ways, 
and always try to improve the previous solution.

Figure 10
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